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Minutes 
Music Education Hub for Cheshire East 

STEERING GROUP MEETING 

2nd October 2017, Malbank High School 

Item Discussion 

 Present as members: 
Susan Weir  Chair      (SW) 
Helen Brown   Mablins Lane Community Primary School (HB) 
Iain McKnight                   Love Music Trust                                                        (IM) 
Jackie Davies                    Crewe Co-Op Wind Band                                          (JD) 
Alastair McWilliam Music for Life                                                              (AM)   
Grace Barber                    Sandbach School                                                        (GB) 
Tim Webster                     Poynton High School                                                 (TW) 
Also present: 
Gemma Farrell (Clerk) 

 Apologies 
Apologies were received from: 
Jill Hayes  The Dingle Primary School 
Vicky Smith                       Middlewich Primary School 
Ian Anstee  Arts Council England (observer) 

Previous minutes The minutes from the meeting on 14th June were accepted as read. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Grant allocation &  
evidence of its use 

SW: LMT gave out money to primary/secondary/other project lets discuss whose got what 
and what it’s doing and see if we can identify any holes. 
IM: Grant process is the same as for 2015/16 the same requirements regarding the first 
access grant, which has increased by a minimum of £25 each for each primary school. 80 
primaries took the grant this year; a slight decrease on last year. The unclaimed monies from 
the remaining schools has been or will be passed to their partner secondary schools – the 
previous year’s initiative of ‘boosting’ the amounts given to the claiming schools has not 
helped to reach any more children, only decreased (marginally) the same amount of schools 
who are already claiming are spending. The funding is the same with the same caveat of 
tracking and demonstrating the impact of the funding. More primary schools (+ 10) have 
taken up ‘large group continuation’ programmes, utilising their continuation grant. 
Generally, pilot programmes have shown between a 25-33% growth in the number of pupils 
who ultimately take ‘conventional’ lessons having previously participated in First Access. 
Each Cheshire East secondary & special school has again been eligible for a £1,000 music 
engagement grant. In summary, the total grants allocated to Cheshire East schools for 
2016/17 has been: 

 First Access: £41,375 

 Continuation: £24,825 

 Secondary & Special Schools: £28,000 
SW: Why do we think there has been a drop in schools taking the grant? 
IM: Some schools have mixed classes years so with they take a year out and pupils still get a 
chance to use the grant the next year. There has also been a number schools citing general 
financial difficulties/uncertainty. 
AM: Feel that there is a lot of time and effort needed on the part of the schools to apply for 
what is a relatively small amount of money. 
HB: Our experience is that the application process is not time consuming and is fairly 
straightforward. 
IM: We have also given schools the option to respond to an email if they wish to continue to 
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apply the grant for the same project(s) as last year – much effort has gone in to making as 
simple as possible. 
AM: With whole class teaching, we see about 2000 kids and the only money we see is free 
the first access stage £6000/7000, a lot less than in Cheshire West. Thinking about the holes 
in funding we see many schools where the funding does reach the student.  In the schools 
we are teaching in the follow on has reduced by 30% when the rules changed and the 
schools have to invoice the providers for large group work.  
IM agreed to meet with AM to look into partnership working between LMT and MFL which 
would help support smoother transition from First Access to Continuation stages. 
HB: If the money goes to bridging the gap for those parents who cannot afford lessons as 
going from wider ops to that it is a big jump. 
IM: We give what we can, but have to be fair in the way we allocate money to all schools – 
continuation is one of 4 core areas which we have to support. 
IM: The QA programme will continue to operate in 2017/18, but will be structured around 
each tutor being assigned a mentor rather than each school being visited twice. 
AM: MFL tutors found it the feedback given was positive & constructive. 
IM: We aim for it to be a support network so that’s great, it just helps when someone is 
observed with a fresh set of eyes, new ideas are formed. We want to go into all the schools 
have not claimed and offer impartial advice and raise their awareness of the grant . For our 
conference this year we are going to split into three sections, primary, secondary and third 
strand for instrumental tutors which will be led by the CPD needs identified from the 
2015/16 QA process. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Life on Reshuffle & 
other projects like 
this 

SW: Everyone who attended the Life on Reshuffle performance was blown away, particularly 
as it consisted of students who are not in mainstream/conventional education. 
HB: The music being used as well as the composing and performance was impressive. 
IM: the project and the team are focusing this year on the travelling community and NEET’s. 
Some funding has come from us but also additional funding has been provided by other 
people to help underpin the project. It’s free for the students to access the project and good 
to see their progression, both musically and personally. 
AM: Who runs the project? 
IM: Paul Hine leads the programme on behalf of Love Music Trust who contribute funding 
along with Cheshire East Council and Youth Music. Brighter Sound provides practitioners. 
JD: Even with part of the group missing they were so professional, does a follow up happen 
or any filming of it. 
IM: Given the young peoples’ individual circumstances, there could be issues with filming but 
certainly worth trying to organise. 
SW&HB: Would be good to keep it even if just for them. 
JD: Would have been good to break the barrier between us and them as when we walked in 
they were all shy would have been good to have a cup of tea at the end or beginning to give 
them feedback. 
IM: we will ask the question to find out what the next steps are with that group and the 
impact. 
SW: Even if they became buddies to the new ones coming through. 
IM: agreed to send through a precis of current initiatives in this sphere of work. 
TW: In terms of new projects something to do with A Levels & the New Set of work. We need 
to look at an interactive way.  Clonter Opera have done things in the past. Anything LMT 
could help with. 
GB: Engaged with the Halle – 5th Feb, they are doing a workshop focused on new syllabus. 
IM: We have a relationship with both he Halle and BBC it is something we could look into. 
TW: Clonter certain things they did but if they did more we would get involved. 
GB: Get people in lecture style areas and all join together to have a resource would great. 
IM: Yes, and we look into distance learning and webinars, explore the idea of learning and 
co-operating. 
TW: A workshop on baroque choral would be great. 
GB: If LMT could host something that we could all access like a Facebook page so that we can 
offer ideas for lessons. 
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IM: we shall look into this FB page is a good place to start. 
SW: Judith Weir (Master of the Queen’s Music) provided a free masterclass. 
TW: We would jump at a chance like this. 
SW: It was really informative there was group work, performance and as she gets funding for 
things like this we could always ask again. 
TW: This would be good for A Level students and also for them to interact with others as only 
currently have 5 doing the course. 
SW & GB agreed. 

 
 
 
 
 
A success or wish 

GB: The Y7 baseline improvement has been very good this year, the classes have been able 
to recognise and be more aware of pitch & tone. Happy to share the data. 
JD: You have a good catchment area. 
GB: Agreed but also our intake has increasingly included pupils from outside of the 
traditional catchment. Really impressed with where they are up to and with the school 
running a  Wider Opps programme every child by the end of year 7 has had the chance to 
play an instrument. 
HB: Our success is the number of children benefiting from the grant and it being a uplifting 
experience. 
JD: Success for us is out of school. We have set up a beginner group. On the first night 7 
came some of whom didn’t have instruments to use and then on the second week another 4 
came along.  

AOB Headteacher representation on steering group – agreed that LMT would look into this. 
Next meeting to look at transitions and how LMT can help. 

  
 
G Farrell 06/10/2017 


